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SOMA IN THE BRAHMA~AS OF THE J;tGVEDA

By N. J. Shende
SOMA is one of the major deities in the RV. One entire MaJ;lQala {ix)
is devoted in the RV for its glorification. Soma is the material of offering
in the sacrifice and Soma is a deity. Soma is not identified with the
moon in the RV; but in the YV and AV Sarilhitas the identificatiori
is certain. In the BrahmaI).as of the RV, Soma occurs in both the
capacities as the havih and devata, and is identified with the moon.
I t is evident that Soma is firstly the material of offering in the sacrifice
and is then elevated to the status of a deity. Its formal features are not
clear in the RV Sarilhita and also in the BrahmaI).as. The authors
of the Brahma:Qas speak reverentially of Soma as a deity. Soma was
the drink of the gods, who were made immortal by it. The sacrificing
priests were the next privileged persons to drink it. No other person
including the sacrificer or his wife even were entitled for its drink. The
sacrifice as a means of pacification of the gods was much concerned
with the Soma. A series of sacrifices in which Soma was offered is called
Somayajfias, the other groups of sacrifices, being pasu and ha vir yajiias.
In the order of priority, pasuyajfias seem to be the earliest, then the
Soma yajfia and finally the haviryajfias.
Soma and the Devas
(I) There are thirty-three Devas, who depend on Soma libations.
They are: eight Vasus, eleven Rudras, twelve Adityas, Indraarid
Prajapati (KB I2.6). In the AB (2.I8), in the above list, there is V~ap~
kara in the place of Indra. These are Somapas (the drinkers of Soma);
Thert are other thirty three deities who do not drink Soma (asomapas),
viz. ; Eleven prayajas, eleven anuyajas and eleven upayajas (AB 2.I8).
(2) Soma is in the power of VaruI).a as long as he is tied up and kept
covered before being pressed. Here the connection between Soma ancl.
VaruI).a is due to the root meaning of the word, VaruI).a, one who covers
from the root Vl'. Thus the bundle of Soma shoots kept covered is
controlled by VaruI).a. VarUl.la is his deity as long as he is tied up
(AB 1.I3). Soma is kept covered with skin of black goat in the sadas
chamber of the sacrificial E.llclosure (AB 1.30).
(3) According to Paiilgya, the deity of Soma is Indra, as with the
Bahvrcas (KB I6.9)·
(4) Soma is the moon (KB 4-4)·
(5) Soma is the king of the Devas. The Devas thought that since
they had no king, the Asuras defeated them. Therefore they decided
to have a king. They elected Soma as their king. With him as their
king, they became victorious in all quarters (AB 1.14). The KB (7.10)
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informs us that the Asuras obstructed the Devas in the quarter of the
universe. The Devas were in the North-eastern direction. Therefore
they anointed Soma for kingship. They then pushed ~way all Asuras
from these worlds.
(6) Soma is Vi~l)u (KB 8.2) "
(7) Soma is Brahman and Kf;latra, and Gayatriis Brahman (KB 7 .10).
(8) Kauf;litalti says that Soma is year (KB 7.10).
(9) Soma i~ the embryo of the Dyavaprthivi (AB 1.26).
(ra) Agni, Soma and Vi/?I)uare the deities of the three w~rlds res
pectively. Thus Soma is the deity of the rnid-airot aJitarik1?a (KB 8.8).
(Il) Som2. is Apah.. The waters belong to Soma. The rivers flow
towards the west to fall into the sea and the Apab. the waters as a whole
are of Soma (AB I.7).
(12) Yajamana is Soma himself (AB 1.17)
(13) King Soma is the comrade, strong in the assembly of the Brah
mal)as (AB 1.13) .
(14) Soma is the winner of food (pitu!?anih) . ~t'us (seasons) are the
royal brothers of king Soma as of men (AB 1.13).
(15) Soma comes to the hOuse of the sacrificer· as a, guest. . He is
requested not to kill the. heroes of the sacrificei': The houses of · the
sacrificer are afraid of Soma when he comes there. · He removes sin
(AB I.I3).
It will be seen that Soma is called the king of the gods; the BrahmaQas
and K!?atriyas. He stays in the mid air or the heaven. '. He is the child ,
of Dyavaprthivi and is the waters. His stay in the mid-air obviollsly
identifies him with the water;:;. He is ruled by VarulJ,a,th(; lord of the
waters. He is Indra and Vil;ll)u. · This naturally c~nnects him With the
sun, as such with the year (samvatsara).It is also obvious that he is
described as having ~tus (seasons) as brothers.. The year is made up
of the :!;ttus. He is the moon. Thus there are following phases of Soma:
(i) Soma is the sun, yea.r, Indra and Vi::?lJ,u.
.
(ii) Soma is in the mid-air, therefore connected with the waters and
Gandharvas.
(iii) Soma is the moon.
(iv) Soma is the king . .
The residence of Soma. in the mid-air and ·his associations with the
waters and the Gandhciivasare the sources oUhe myths about bringing
Soma from the mid-air, alSo from the heaven and releasing him tromthe
custody of Krsana Gandharva. His identification with the sun (Vil;llJ,u)
the Samvatsara (year) and Indra makes him connecte,d with the sacrifice
as the divine offering from the heaven ~l.lld the immortal drink ,of the
gods. The productive activity in this world approximately requires
one year for completion. Sacrifice is .the symbol of such · productive
activity. Therefore Soma is connected with the yearartd sacrifice.
The immortal plant is crushed here for securing immortality by offering
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it in the sacrifice . . His crushing in the form of juice is represented .as
the waning moon. Hence .he is identified with the moon.
Soma and Gandharvas
Soma resides in the waters of the mid-air. It is .guarded by the
Gandharvas. In ~ rite in the Soma sacrifice water is brought from the
river and is kept in the sacrificial enclosure. For bringing the water,
the priests go with their wives. "\~leexplaining the necessity of the
company of wives here KB (12.3:) points out that the Gahdharvas love
women. Therefore, they turn their minds towards them and neglect
their duty ,of guarding Soma residing in the waters. Thus the priests
can take water in whi<;h SGma is supposed to be .residing. The Brah
mal)a remarks that this is like one taking away the yajiia of a careless
person , In this myth we are told that the Gandharvas are the commi
ssioners to gQard Soma in the celestial waters.
Vac brings Soma
Soma, the king, was among the Gandharvas. The Devas and :B.~is
meditated on him, "Row shall Soma, the king, come to us?" Vac said,
"The Gandharvas love women. With me as woman you barter it".
The Devas declined; for they thought tha.t they could not do without
her. Vac said, "Still you buy. I shall return when you will require".
With her as a great naked woman (mahanagni), they brought Soma.
It will be noticed that in the rite of purchasing Soma, originally there is
the idea of guilt or sin, since the Gandharvas were distracted from their
commission of guarding Indra's Soma by tempting them with the help of
Vac, who acted as a great naked woman. Thus by immoral means,
particularly by resorting to seductive charms of a wanton and beautiful
woman and thus taking advantage of the weakness in the character of
the Gandharvas, Soma is taken away from the custody of Gandharvas.
The act involves double guilt or sin, firstly it is robbed from the Gandhar
vas and the means used for it is highly objectionable, as it refers to, their
weakness towards women, To get a certain thing by using feminine
charms of a woman is the vilest of the tricks played by the Devas. This
shows how a human mind can , think of resorting to such mean trick to
gain· one's object. ,Thl,ls this act of purchasing Soma is tainted with
objectionable and immoral act of robbing and seduction .
.Thus Soma is to be brought from the Gandharvas by seducing them.
In the Soma .sacrifice this part of the procedure is symbolised by bringing
up a young immaculate cow to buy Soma. Vac after inducing the
Gandharvas to part with Soma, went back to the Devas, Thus the
sacrificer repurchases the cow. The price of Soma is given and the
same is brought back. As Vac is among the Devas when Soma is being
bought the sacrificer should speak inaudibly. Vac (speech) herself
is among the, Gandharvas and not present there. When the fire is
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again brought forward, Vac returns from the Devas (AB 1.27). Thus
the purchase of Soma, repurchase of the cow offered as price, and speaking
inaudibly at the time of purchase are the symbolical rites in the Soma
sacrifice, which are explained by the myths.
Vac, who went to the Gandharvas to induce them assuming the form
of mahanagni is no other than Chandas (metres). The Devas refiecting
on the means of bringing Soma, decided to depute metres. They asked
them, "Do you fetch this Soma the king for us ?" They agreed. Having
become birds they flew up. In that Chandas flew up having become
birds, those who know the stories (akhyanavids), call ,this tale Saupan).a.
The Chandas were of four syllables each only: Jagat! being of four
syllables flew up first; butfelt weary as she went · haU the ' distance;
Then she cast off three of its syllables and becoming otone syllable, she
flew back again, bearing consecration and penance (dik~a and tapas).
Jagat! metre represents cattle. Therefore he who has cattle obtains
dlk:;;a and penance. J agatl came back with thEse two important featureS
of sacrifice. Diki;la is the vow of proper con'd ucttliroughout the period
of sacrifice and tapas stands for austerity and physical restraint by sitting
near the fire and heating oneself. These two tules governing the move
ment and behaviour of the sacrificer enable him to elevate himsetf to the
status of the Devas.
Among the Chandas, Jagatl having failed to bring Soma, another
Chandas, Tri:;;tubh flew up. Having gone more . than half the way, she
felt weary. She left away one of her syllables and becoming of three
syllables she flew; but could not secure Soma. She . came. back \Vith
dak~il)R. Therefore in the sacrificial rite, dakt;;ina is taken in the place
of Tri:;;tubh at the mid-day pressing (AB 3.25;' KB 16+5; TS6:L6:z;
PB 8-4.1; SB 4.3 .Z.7).1 Thus Tri;,;tubh , failed to bting ~ Soina., Next
Chandas to try this feat was Gayatri: She is favourite' with. Soma.
She, then, assumed the form of a bird (Supafl'.l'a, one of good wings)
and attempted to fly up (AB 1.I3). Then the Deva~ ~aici . to Gayatri;
"Do you fetch Soma, the king for us?" She agreed to do the wOl'k,
provided they accompanied her with the whole formula for safe passage.
They consented to the proposal. She flew up. The Devas accompanied
her with the recitat'ionof the whole hymn for safe journey containing
the words "forward" and "hither". The sacrificer who offers Soma in the
offering in Agni similarly goes to the heaven safely. Now , Gaya.tri
went to the place where Soma was kept under strict guard. She ttrrified
the guardian of Soma. She then grasped with foot and mouth the king
Soma and also collected the syllables, which other Chandas had dropped.
In this act of taking possession of Soma, she came 'in conflict with Krsaria,
the Gandharva, who guarded the Soma. Krsa,na pierced her with an
arrow, which cut off the nails of her left foot. That nail became a por
cupine, which is like a nail. The fat which flowed from the wound became
1

Bloomfield M., The Legend of Soma and the Eagle, ] AOS, XVI, pp. 1-24.
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a barren cow. It is therefore an oblation as it were. Th~socket and '
the point of the nail become serpent, which doe.s notbite. From swift
ness came the viper. The feathers became the flying ' foxes, sinews
the earth-worms and shaft the blind ·snake . . Thus the :nail became an
arrow. An arrow has socket, point, feathers and ·shaft .
Gayatri was addressed by other two metres, "Soma. with our property,
the syllables, has come with you, give it back to us". Gayatri replied,
" No. These syllables are mine,since they were fou~d by us" . They,
then disputed the matter before the Devas. The Devas decided, "The
sylla bles are the property of Gayatri, as they were found ·by her, and we
gave them to you". Therefore they belonged to Gayatri, as she pos
sessed them. Even now they say that one whoJ?ossesses the object
has claim over it. The possession is the definite claim for the title.
Thus Gayatri with eight syllables supported themoming pressing.
Tri!?tubh of three syllables could not do .so. ..She . requested Gayatri
to join her in support. Gayatri aglieed to do .so provided that she was
given a share. Therefore the last two verses of the Mai'utvatiya Sastra
belong to mid-day pressing. Jagat! with one syllable .couldnot manage
the evening pressing alone. Therefore she requested her to include her
self in the prayer. Thus Gayatri accompanies the third pressing in the
last two verses of the Vaisvadeva Sastra. In: this way the metre which
waS one became three. All .metres . become ' of equal strerigth ' and of
similar quality (AB 3;27) .
The pressings of Soma

Since Gayatri grasped Soma in his celestial abode with her right ,foot,
that pecame the symbol of morning pressing. That became the abode
of Gayatri. Hotr regards it as the .most peifectof all pressings.What
she grasped with her left foot became the mid~day pressing . .. The grasp
was not firm. It slipped. It did not becorrieequal with .the morning ·
pressing. The Devas sought to remedy it. They placed Tri!?tubh and
Indra in it. Thus the twopressings becameaf eq\lal ' stningth . . T.h at
she grasped Soma with her mouthbecamei the :third pressing. IFlying
she sipped the sap of Soma. It.was the thirdpressingoftheevening.
l,t was not equal to the twopressings. The Devas remedied it with
cattle. They added milk to Soma. arid proceeded with the offeririgof
butter and animal offering. Thus Soma with milk, butter and animal
formed the offering of the evening. This was the third pressing;
Thus the pressing of Soma is due to the grasping of Soma by Gayatri.
Soma was brought by Vac, who is in the form ofChand as. Of all Chan
das, Gayatri became foremost and . her holding the Soma became the
symbol of the pressings of Soma.
Gayatri assumed the form of a: bird, suparf.la, which is eagle. Onher
way to the heaven Tark~a showed the way to her. Tarkl?a is the wind.
Thus the wind led Gayatri ~o the heaven . . Here we are t~ld that the
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place of Soma is the heaven. It was also mentioned to be the mid-air,
the region of the Gandharvas. It is therefore not decided which is the
fixed place of Soma, antarikl;la or svarga. A ~c addressed to Tarkf;la
(RV 10-178-1) is recited on this occasion (AB 4.20).

The first pressing of Soma
Adityas and Angirasas disputed .as to the world of heaven thinking,
"We shall go first to heaven". The Angirasas first saw the pressing of
Soma on the next day for reaching the heaven. They deputed Agni,
one of themselves to go to Adityas and announce their intention to press
Soma for the next day. Adityas having seen Agni saw the pressing of
Soma on the same day. They said to him, "We announce the pressing
of Soma to-day only for reaching the heaven. With you as Hotr we shall
go to Svargaloka." Agni agreed and came to Angirasas. He told them
what had happened. They asked him, "Did you announce?" He
replied in the affirmative. He said, "I announced. They gave me
reply". Angirasas said, "No. You did not respond". Agni said,
"I did." 'With fame he approached when he came to Adityas with the
priestly functions.' . "If one were to refuse him, he would refuse fame.
Therefore I did not refuse". Thus Agni said. In the end Agni first
officiated at the first pressing of Soma by Adityas. They went to svarga
and then the next day, Angirasas offered Soma sacrifice and reached
the svarga. Soma is brought from the heaven; by offering the pressed
Soma juice one reaches the place of Soma, i.e. Svarga (AB 6.34).
A point in the priestly traditions may be noted here. When a priest
knowing his duties in the sacrifice is asked to officiate in a performance
of sacrifice he cannot refuse the invitation. If he refuses it, it is as it
were refusing fame. Therefore even when Agni had gone to Adityas to
announce the Soma sacrifice of Angirasas, he could not refuse to officiate
in the Soma sacrifice of the Adityas on the same day (AB 6.34). Another
point to be noted in this connection is the late appointment of the priest
called Achhavaka. Nabhanedi~tha Manavasought an invitation from
the Angirasas as the priest called Achhavaka.He came there when the
sacrificial food had been invoked. Therefore he was not selected earlier.
In the Soma sacrifice he was selected later on. He came from the eastern
intermediate direction. Therefore seated in this direction he awaits
invitation. A fragment of puroQasa is kept for Achhavaka. Alkiyu
Vacaspatya was the Brahma priest at the consecration of Upasads of the
Naimif;!iyas. This Brahma priest performed the function of Achhavaka,
when the pressing of Soma had been done. They said, "We have
kept for him the portion of Brahma which was not given to him
up to this time. We have kept the portion for him only" (KB 28.4).
Acchavaka priest is selected after the food offerings are invoked in
Soma sacrifice. He gets the portion, which is kept away for Brahma.
Thus Brahma is the extension of the office of Acchavaka. He is
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selected just . at the time of the pressing of Soma. He is offered a
portion ofptrro'<;lasa.
In the ptessing of Soma there is an elaborate procedure. Soma is
hpt soaked in water. It is then pounded with the pressing stones;
strained and offered in wooden cups (grahas). All these implements
are deified. Devas praised the pressing stones with the Arbuda hymn
(RV IO·94) and ' verses for ·Soma-pavamana. They obtained theim
mortality, truth and resolve (KB 15.1).
Soma is mixed with ghee (ghrta). In this respect a myth is told:
Devas went to svarga by prayaniya rite; but they could not see the
directions. Soma said to them, "Offer me ghrta; so that I shall see one
direction" . . They offered ghee to him. He saw the South. The priests,
therefore, carry round Soma purchased in the South. Standing in the
South they press Soma (KB 7.6).
The pressing of Soma is killing a v·ictirn
Soma being pressed is a victim. The shoots of Soma are ten, viz.,
(I) The old shoots which they press in the sacrifice, (2) delightful shoots,
which are wate.rs, (3) sapshoots, which are rice, (4) male shoots; which
are barley, (5) bright shoots, which are milk, (6) living shoots, which are
victim, (7) immortal shoots, which are gold, (8-10) J.{,c, Yajus and 5aman
shoots. When all these shoots unite together, there is Soma., the pressed
Soma. It will thus be noted that the pressing of Soma is symbolical of
offering rice, barley, milk oblations and' of a victim. The pressing of
Soma is like offeTing the cake of rice and barley, the puroc;lasa and a
victim. In the evolution of the system of sacrifice the offering of the
juke of Soma is earlier than the offerings of puroc;lasa . . That is why the
compar4Sonis made between the two types of offerings (KB 13.4).
Soma is bought
: Soma used as offering is procured by purchasing. It is bought in the
East; . for the Devas bought the king Soma in the Easten'l direction .
. They bought from the thirteenth month, the intercalary month of the
year. Therefore this month is not known. The person, who sells Soma
is not a known person. From him he is bO:.1ght. The Soma-seller is
an evil. The strength of Soma, .when was bought and was led to men
went away to quarters. The priests sought to win it with eight res
(ai?ta, as to pervade). In this rite of bringing Soma, eight rcs are
recited to secure stTength (AB 1.12).
It is to be noted that (I) Soma is purchased, (2) He is purchased in the
nameless intercalary month, .(3) Soma-seller is a sinful person and that
(4) Soma loses his power when he is bought, and it is recovered by recit
ing eight rcs. It may be observed here that from the very beginning
when Soma is purchased he is looked upon as an object which is very
harmful and requiring specia,l care. He is purchased from some nameless
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person, who is definitely not fit to be associated with in the society, cl
sinner. Even when Soma is bought, his strength decreases and is to be
regained by reciting eight rcs. All this means that there is something
very harmful, sinful and risky in the purchase and use of Soma.
\",'hen Soma is being brought a rc (RV 10.71.10) is recited. This rc
is composed by Brhaspati the son of Angiras (AB 1.13). The RB (7.10)
points out that rcs recited while Soma is being brought are nine. The
first rc is recited three times and the second rc three times. Thus the
total number of res recited are thirteen. The number thirteen is pecul!ar
with Soma, as it connects him with the thirteenth month of the leap
year. It also indicates that the origin of Soma is peculiar an.d distinct.
The KB insists vvith great emphasis on the thirteenth month, which is
the harmful residue of the twelve months of a year (KB 7.10).
Soma is purchased with four things, viz., a cow, gold, garment and a
female goat. These objects are intended to secure pairing, union or
propagation upio four degrees. They serVe for generation or procreation
(KB 7.10). The cow with which Soma is purchased is called Subrah
mal).y<1. She is the speech, for Vac is female. Soma becomes a calf
to the cow. With Soma as calf, the sacrificer milks all desires . . This
cow is a good holy power (subrahmal;ya). The sacrificer calls this cow
from the heap of rubbish outside the altar. On this oc;casion a bull is
given as the priestly fee. The bull and cow form a perfect pairing
(AB 6.3; TA 1.12.3-4; SE 3.3+17).
. .
The idea of sin and harm resultil1g in the loss of sensual poyvers is
involved in the purchasing and bringing Soma in the sacrificial chamber.
This decrease in the sensual powers is identical with the .moon, which
wanes and waxes and which thus symbolises the diseaseC\f consumption.
It is the quality of sin and loss of physical power whiCh result in the
identification of Soma with moon. The KB (7.10) point'> out that the
king Soma is the yonder moon . It enters in the sacrificer when he
purchases Soma; he thinks, "The yonder moon is Soma, the king.
Let him be pressed out." The idea involved in purchasing a sinful and
harmful thing called Soma and then trying to press it out of the body
a ppears to be some sort of sympathetic magic. By the evil, harmful
and consumptive thing, evil, danger and consumption of the sacrificer
are taken out and removed (RB 7.10).
This idea of sin and harm which is associated with Soma is alsofQund
in the description of the house of the sacrIficer when Soma. is brought
home. The house of the sacrificer, is afraid of the king Soma when he
arrives. He is then pacified and therefore he does nO,t harm the children
and cattle of the sacrificer (AB 1.13).
Soma is brought to the sacrificial chamber in a cart, yoked by two
bullocks. He is taken down from the cart when one of the 'two bullocks
is yoked and other unyoked. If both are yoked to the cart, Pitrs become
the deity of Soma. It seems that when Soma is brought in 'cart yoked
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by two bullocks his deity is the Pitrs. From the Pitrs he is brought to
the gods. If both bullocks are unyoked when Soma is taken down
from the cart, lack of peace and rest would come on the offsprings, who
would be scattered away. The ox which is unyoked is the symbol of the
progeny, which sits in the house, and that which is yoked is that of
those who are on journey. Thus by this practice of keeping one ox
yoked and the other unyoked, the sacrificer secures both yoga and
kf?ema (preservation and maintenance) of his property (AB 1.12).
The Devas said that they did not succeed because they had no king.
They made Soma as their king. With Soma as their king they con
quered all directions.
The Devas then kept Soma in the cart and turned into the East. They
conquered the East. Thus turning the cart to the West, South and
North they took down Soma. They conquered all directions. Thus a
sacrificer conquers all directions (AB 1. 14).
Soma comes as guest to the house of the sacrificer. An offering on
nine potsherds is offered to him. The potsherds are nine because there
are nine vital breaths in a body. The sacrificer secures the vital breaths.
Soma is offered the oblation as a guest. It is intended for Vif?l)U, who is
Yajfia. Thus Soma is equated with Vi$l)u, the Yajfia (AB 1.15). Agni
is kindled on this occasion of reception of Soma. This kindling of Agni
is like killing a victim; for Agni is the victim of the Devas. This practice
is similar to the killing of a bull or barren cow when any respectable
person or king comes to the house as a guest. It may be noted here
that there was a custom of killing a goat or bull or barren cow when any
respectable person visited the house as a guest. In his honour these
animals were killed and the guest was entertained with the meat of the
victim. This custom is followed when Agni is kindled when Soma comes
home as a guest. There is no fear now from the guest as we are told
that the houses of the sacrificer are afraid of Soma when he comes. Now
he is a respectable guest in the house (AB 1.15).
Soma is kept covered. Hence Varul)a (root vr to cover) is his
deity. The shoots of Soma become dry. A vessel containing ghee is
placed on Soma who is kept near the Vedi (altar). This vessel (tan
iinaptra) is touched by the sacrificer and all priests. It is considered
to be a very cruel act when they perform the ceremony of touching the
vessel called taniinaptra. Soma is kept under the weight of the vessel.
I t is indeed very cruel that the respectable guest should be tortured like
this.
In this ritual we notice the gradual change in the attitude of the
theologians towards Soma. Soma is brought with great ceremony as a
deity. Now he becomes an object of offering in the sacrifice. He is
subjected to procedure of the offering of oblations. He is to be crushed
to take out juice out of him. He is dry. Therefore water is sprinkled
over him. This sprinkling of water enriches him (apyayana, AB 1.26).
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The water used in sprinkling Soma is not a foreign object. It was with
Soma in the mid-region, where both were residing. The Apah (water)
and Soma belonged to the mid-region. The water is brought on the
previous day. There are two types of waters: vasativari and ekadh
ana. Soma is sprinkled with them. Adhvaryu asks Hotr to press Soma,
who is like the king giving rain and making fruitful all productions.
It thus appears that Soma belonging to mid-region is offered to Indra
for securing rain and making the whole earth full of food and growth.
Soma is squeezed for Indra who is helped by Vasus, Adityas, Rudras
and l;{.bhus in killing Vrtra. Soma has power and food with him and is
associated with Brhaspati and all gods. Soma sacrifice is a symbolical
sacrifice for securing rain, food and energy. His connection with Indra
is due to their common residence in the mid-region. It is to be noted
that the deities t:onnected with Indra are group deities, such as Vasus,
Rudras and Adityas (AB 2.20). Soma is associated with Apah because
of their common place of residence i.e. mid-region. These waters form
the sacrifice. They come down to be joined with Soma. Thus Soma of
the mid-region is brought down and sprinkled with waters and is offered
to Indra for giving him energy. The sacrificer and priests drink it
as the most nourishing drink, making them immortal (AB 2.20).
In the Vedic mythology, Soma is one of those deities which are first
material for offering in Agni and then deified. The stage of his deification
is fOW1d in the RV. One entire MaQ.<;lala is devoted to sing his glory.
His is a unique place among the Vedic gods. A creeper of Soma is the
basis of the deification. Although it grows on the earth, it is supposed
to be residing in the mid-air in the divine waters guarded by the Gandhar
vas. By the divine Vac, he is brought down. He is sprinkled with
water and is ready for crushing. His main quality is to envigorate and
then to appease and to inspire Indra to kill Vrtra. Soma therefore
became a very important means of offering sacrifice. Along with Soma,
milk, ghee and water were also used for offering. Victims were also
killed, in addition. But Soma sacrifices became the privilege of the
K$atriya elite to secure fame, glory, prosperity and heaven.
By the offering of cups of Soma (graha) the Devas grasped the Yajfi.a
who had gone away from them. They sought to search him with the
directives (praiSla). They made him more radiant with fore taste of the
offering (puroruca). They found him on the Vedi. Then they made
him known by reciting the prose formulas (nivids). This legend attempts
to explain the meaning of the basic procedure of a Yajfi.a. The terms
such as prai$a (to direct), puroruca (to illumine beforehand), Vedi (to
obtain), graha (to grasp), and nivid (to declare) are sought to be explained
with reference to the sacrificial procedure. The main point to be noted
here is the importance of the grahas, the cups filled with Soma to grasp
the elusive Yajfi.a. It is intended to point out how the sacrifice was
made available by means of Soma. Otherwise Yajfi.a had escaped from
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the hold of the Devas. It seems that the very institution of Yajfia
was in danger of neglect; but Soma refound it and gave wide currency
to it (AB 3·9). The lost sacrifice was searched by the Devas very meti
culously and they leaned and bent forward in the act of searching,
even as a man who has lost some object leans and bends forward in the
act of searching. Y5,ska (Nirukta 8.22) explains this bending forward
while offering Soma, as the relic of the ancient act of searching for Yajna.
SayaI)a explains this bending forward as (r) mark of respect for elders
or teachers, (2) a mode of concealment in finding a lost article, or (3) stoop
ing to see what is lost (AB 3.9) . Thus the lost Yajna was held by the
cups of Soma and was made available to the Devas. The moral seems
to be that the importance of Yajna which was fast failing was regained
by Soma.
After offering the DarsapiirI)amasa sacrifice, a sacrificer should per
form the consecration for the Soma sacrifice. When one has grasped the
sacrifice, one grasps the deities . The sacrifice brings forth the deities.
These deities Secure desires for the sacrificer. If a person feels that he is
unsupported he should offer a caru (cooked rice) with g~·ta, in the
consecration rite in the Soma sacrifice. The rice grains are the milk of a
man and ghrta is the milk of woman. This is the pairing of man and
wcman. This enables the sacriii.cer to get offsprings and cattle (AB I.r).
The dlkf,;a rite in the Soma sacrifice' is performed with the offering of
carn arid ghrt3 which makes the sacrificer important and possessed of
offsprings and cattle.
. In the sacrifice when cooked offerings are made, the sacrifice is called
haviryajna. This sacrifice is incomplete' while the Soma sacrifice is
complete in itself (RB 10.6) .
In the sacrifice Agni is the chief and the most important deity. The
Hotr recites res called sastra when ghrta is offered in him. When Soma
is offered the Sama.. singers chant stotra. The sastra and stotra are of
the same purpose. Soma and Agni are the same. It means that the
Samaveda prominently concerns itself with the Soma as the ~gveda
with Agni . As the Sama veda is the later development in the mode of
recitation of the res, Soma sacrifice is also lat=r in the process of sacri
ficial ritual (AB 2.37).
The Yajfia is carried on by the offerings of ghrta and Soma. The
rcs, recited while offering ghrta, are said inaudibly, because offering of
gh~ta is like the pouring of seed, which is done inaudibly. The offering
res to Soma are recited loudly. It is because Soma is the moon. The
ghrta belongs to the world of the Devas, while Soma belongs to the
Pitrs. The sacrificers thus arise from the world of the Pitrs to the ·
world of the Devas. Soma is connected with the Pit~s and the moon.
It is different from the world of the Devas (KB 16.5).
Along with Soma, ajya or ghee is offered in the sacrifice. By the
ajya, the Devas obtained all desires and immortality. Also they obtained
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the year of six seaSons (KB 14-4). The :rcs recited at the offering of
a,jya are called ajyasastra. It is the RV 3.13 of seven lcs. It is six
fold, viz., silent muttering, silent praise, puroruca, the hymn, the strength
of the hymn and the offering rcs. It is to be noted that the silent mut
tering and silent praise form the features of the offE ring of an oblation of
ajya. The silent praise and muttering of the names of the deity or of
prayer formed later on one of the important symbolical sacrifices such as
japayaJna. Even when the offerings were made to a deity, the hymn of
praise was silently uttered and muttered silently. This fact should be
noted in connection with the development of the idea of praise' and
prayer. In the course of time the actual rituo.l of offering in Agni became
a mental or symboliCal process, and what remained was merely the
silent praise and muttering of the prayer.
When the Hotr recites the ajyasastra (RV 3.13), he separates the two
lines of the :rc. This is a symbol of procreation. Man takes apart the
limbs of his wife, before he indulgES in the act of coitus. Moreover
there is the face of Mrtyu between the two lines (padas) . Therefore
without drawing breath (praI).a) he passes over. Prana is immortality,
and by immortality he passes over death. At the end et the line he
utters oillkara (pral).a va). Thereby he hurls pral).a va against his rivals.
It is to be observed here that in the recitation of the sastra padas are to
be separated; he has to hold his breath between the two padas and at
the end of each pada he utters pra1!ava. In the recitation of the ajyas
astra, the Hotr brings forth the symbol of procreation, attains immortality
and destroys tho rivals (KB 14.2) .
After reciting the ajyasastra (RV 3.13), the Hot:r recites in the Soma
sacrifice the praugasastra. This sastra consists of the seven triplets of
21 :rcs, viz., RV 1.2. 1-3, 4-6, 7-9; RV 3.1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12. The
ajya (ghee) forms the very body of the sacrificer, while prauga is pral).a,
the vital breath. When the HotI' recites prauga sastra, he deposits
pral).a in the body of the sacrificer, to secure fullness of life in this
world and the immortality and imperishableness in the world of the
heaven.
It is clear from the above description of the recitation of the ii,jya
and prauga sastras, that the purpose of the offering and recitation of the
praise and prayer on this occasion is to secure the full life of hundred
years with prosperity in this world and to be immortal and imperishable
after death in the heaven. The death is just a passing phase for the
sacrificer of Soma, which transforms his worldly body into the shining
and immortal one in the heaven. These are two-fold objectives of the
Soma sacrifice, in fact of every sacrifice (KB 14-4).
In the Soma sacrifice, the Adhvaryu offers ajya and purot;!asa first
and then proceeds with the offering of grahas (cups) of Soma in Agni.
The puroQ.asa (cake) is the body of the sacrificer and the two cups of
Soma are his pral).a. With the puro<;![i,sa preceding the cups, he deposits
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prfu).a in the sacrificer. Thereby he obtains full life in this world and the
immortality and imperishableness in the yonder world (KB 13.5).
In the Soma sacrifice, Agni is piled upon the altar. This Agni is
Rudra, the god who cannot be easily appeased (KB 19-4).
Soma is in the North. He who desires to drink Soma should turn to
the North (AB I.8). Also through Soma the Wf,st was known by the
gods (AB I.7).
A victim is offered to Soma. It is dedicated to the sun. The animal
should be all white without any speck of any other colour. When this
animal belonging to Soma is killed a chant called divakirtyasaman is
sung. This saman is nothing but the five ropes with which the sun was
tied and pulled up by the Devas, when the sun was feared to be falling
from the sky. Thus the animal for Soma is dedicated to Aditya (the
sun) and is expected to be all white like him. By offering an object
which is like the sun in appearance the sacrificer desires to secure his
favbur (AB 4.19). In the offering of a victim to Agni and Soma the
victim should be of black and white colours; black for A~ni and white
for Soma. They stand for night and day. Thus the colour of the
victim for Soma is white and stands for the day, i.e. Aditya. Soma is
thus Aditya (KB 10.3). A caru (cooked rice) is offered to Soma and
ghee to Agni in the Soma sacrifice. The first offering :rc (yajya, RV
8.48.13), contains the word pitarah (ASS 5.19). The caru is white and
thus represents the white colour of Aditya. Thereby the sacrificer
pacifies Soma. Moreover in the prayer (RV 8-48.13), the word pitarah
occurs. This shows the inherent relation between Soma. and Pit:rs.
It appears that Soma offering is connected first with the Pitrs. Then
it is related to the Aditya and the moon. According to the belief of the
Brahm3l)a theologians, there is first the antariksa (mid-air) above the
earth, then there is the world of Aditya (svarga) and beyond that there
is the world of the moon. Soma belonging to the mid-air is elevated to
the position of the sun and then to the moon. Soma is identified with
the sun and white animal and white caru are offered in Agni to secure
the favour of Soma and the sun (AB 3·32).
When Soma is crushed for extracting juice, he is killed. It is his
death. Ordinarily when a sacrificer dies, a cow is killed. When Soma
is killed this offering is made of cow, which symbolises the cow killed
at the time of the death. The offering of cow secures renewed life in the
hea ven for the sacrificer. In the same manner, the offering of cow is
intended to revive and reproduce Soma who is killed, while juice is
extracted from him. The offering of caru thus brings back life in the
Soma and makes him alive again (AB 3.32).
In the Soma sacrifice, Soma is led forward from Sadas to the oblation
holder. At this moment Asuras and Rakl?as try to kill Soma, the king.
Therefore Agni is carried ahead of Soma. Soma being brought from the
antarik~ was subjected to the attacks of the demonical beings. Agni
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guards him and saves him for the sacrificer. Agni assumes illusory form
(maya) and walks in front of Soma in illusory form (AB I.3 0 ).
Soma sacrifice is of various types. In twenty-four days' Soma sacrifice,
tht priests kill a victim for Prajapati thinking to attain t.he year in
safety. The consecration for the sacrifice falis on one day after new
moon day of Tai$ya or Magha (KB I9.2). On the new-mOOn day in
Magha, while performing this Soma sacrifice; he rests being about to
sacrifice with introductory Atiratra. From the new moon day of Magha,
the sun goes to the North for six months. This course of six months is
symbolised by a period of six days. They follow the sun for the period
of six months. Going to the North the sun stands stiB, for being about
to turn to the South. The sacrificer following the course of the sun in
the sky offers sacrifice on Vi~uvat day. Then the sun goes to the South
for the period of six months. The priests follow the course of the sun
for the period of six days in reverse order. When the sun is about to
turn to the North he sacrifices with Mahavrata rite. . From the new
moon day of Taii?ya or Magha month the sun moves for six months to
the North and South. Thus as mentioned above the consecration rite
will have to take place on this day. But it is an expert opinion that one
should not consecrate himself on this day, because the new corn has not
arrived in the home and the days are short. Moreover at the time of the
final bath they come out shivering. Thus the proper course would be to
perform the consecration rite one day after the new moon in Caitra.
At this time the corn has come; the days are long and the sacrificer
does not shiver when he comes out of the final bath.
It may be noted here that in this Soma-sacrifice for twenty four days,
there is the symbolical representation of the course of the sun in the
sky during the whole year between two equinoxes. The year began
with the new moon day. The equinoxes fell on the new moon day of
Tai$ya or Magha, and Sravana. The Soma sacrifice representing the
yearly COurse of the sun would begin on the new moon day et Tail;!ya
or Magha. The movement of the sun towards the North and South
would take three months each, and the reverse of the . same course of
equal number of months, Thus the twelve months of the year are
made up. But in the sacrificial ritual the movement in each direction
is counted for six days and reverse of the same with equal number of
the days. Thus twenty four days take place. Normally the equinoxes
take place on 2Ist of March and 2Ist of September; while the extreme
movement to the North or South is completed on 2Ist June and 2Ist
December each year.
Now there seems to be difference of opinion regarding the beginning
of sacrifice and for the sake of convenience, the wnsecration in the sacri
fice would commence on the new moon day of Caitra, two months later.
Then the equinoxes would be in Caitra and Asvin and extreme movement
of the sun would be in A~adha and Paui?a. The reasons given here are
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much of convenience, such as ripening of corn, longer days and hot
weather in Caitra. It thus appears that there is difference of opinion
whether the equinox occurs in the month of Ma.gha or Caitra. Accor
dingly the time of the performance of sacrifices was adjusted (KB I9.3).
On the previous day or the same day of the Soma sacrifice the sacrificer
offers a victim to Agni and Soma.. The reason is that when he consec
rates he offers himself in the jaws of Agni and Soma. It is a belief of the
BrahmaI).as that the sacrificer is Agni himself. But that he is a victim to
both Agni and Soma is a new thought. Accordingly the sacrificer
himself becomes a victim and offers himself in the jaws of these two
deities. vVhen he offers a victim he buys himself. Thus he redeems
himself from the debt and then sacrifices. The principle involved in
this rite is that sacrifice is an act of self surrender. He sacrifices to
offer himself in the fire and to Soma. He offers a substitute for himself
in the form of the victim, and as if he buys himself to redeem himself.
He does not partake of the oblation; because the oblation is the symbol
of himself. It is the man in counterfeit. Every oblation that he offers
is buying of himself. Therefore he does not eat the oblation. It is as
it were his own body offered (KB 10·3). Another view is that the sacri
ficer does not eat the offering because the victim to Agni and Soma is
connected with the killing of Vrtra. By means of Agni and Soma,
Indra killed V:rtra (AB 2·3).
In the offering of a cup of Som:l. called Aindra vaya vlya graha to
Indra and Vayu, one fourth part of the drink in the cup belongs to
Indra and the remaining to V[i,yu. In this connection a myth is narrated
to explain the proportion of Soma: The Devas did not agree as to who
of them should taste Soma first. They both wished to drink him first
saying, "May I drink first? Let me taste first". They did not come to an
agreement. They then decided, "Let us run a ro.c(; ; he who of us wins
shall drink Soma first". They agreed. They then ran a race. VD,YU
took a lead. Then Indra, then Mitra and VaruI).a and finally Asvins.
Indra saw that Vayu was fast running ahead and was winning. He
then ran up to Vayu and said, "Let us share the flfst cup of Soma together.
Let us both win". V[i,yu replied, "No. It is not possible. I alone
shall win". Indra pleaded, "Let me have one-third of the share".,
Vayu refused that also. Then he said, "One fourth of the cup for mc,
please". Vayu agreed to this proposal. Therefore Indra has a quarter
share in the cup. Seeing this a ~:;;i said, "niyutvan indrasarathih".
Vayu has Indra as his charioteer. Indra acting as the charioteer of
VaYll claims one fourth of the Soma drink. This is the basis of the
tradition in the land of the clel,il of the Bharatas; since even now (in the
days of the AB) when the Bha!'atas attack the property of the Satvatas
the charioteers claim one-fourth of the looted property. They claim
this share on the strength of the divine pamllel, that Indra claimed
one-fourth of Soma becoming the charioteer of Vayu. From the legend
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we learn that (I) there were constant wars between the two Kf?atriya
clans of the Bharatas and Satvats in the days of the AB; (2) that the
Bharatas were superior in strength to the Satvats, (3) that the charioteer
of the war-chariot was a respecta,ble man who was allowed to claim a
share in the looted property in the attack and (4) that there was growing
importance of the charioteers as a communitv which we see in the war
in the Mahabharata (AB 2.25).
In the offering of another cup of Soma called '$0<;1a81: on the sixteenth
day of the Soma sacrifice, it is pointed out that '$0Q,a8l' is the thunder
bolt of Anu$yubh. With this thunderbolt the priests smite away the
evils of the sacrificer. 130<;1asi is Indra hjmself and also the sun. This
offering of Soma is Indra and the sun (KB 17.1) . The Saman in Anu$
tubh metre is the thunderbolt and accompanies the offering of the SOQ,asl
cup. It is called Soc;1aSi because it is the sixteenth of the sastra. With
sixteen syllables it commences. With the next sixteen syllables he
says OIp., the priest then inserts nivid of sixteen sentences. Two syl
lables are left over after this adjustment in the Saman (SV 2.302) in the
Anu$tubh metre. These two syllables are the two breasts of the speech.
They are truth and falsehood. Truth helps and falsehood does not
harm him (AB 4.1). The Sii.man Sling on this occasion is called SOl,1aS!
to which maha,niimnI verses are added. This $oc;1aSi is fashloned out of
the three worlds. He who is at the height of prosperity and complete
in himself should have the 130Q,asi Saman recited. His evils are removed
(AB 4-4). This S§,man is concluded with the last three :rcs of the mahii
namni (RV 869. 1-3).
The Agni$toma sacrifice contains the following rites: diJc:)l).iya rite,
dikf?a, pakayajnas, agnihotra, prv,yal)iya, SomakrayaDa, pravargya,
dak;;ayaJ)3., pasubandha and iladadha. Thus in this sacrifice the pur
chase and offering of Soma form its part (AB 3-40). Through the pur
chase of Soma all medicines with plants and herbs are resolved in Agni$
yoma (AB 3040). By means of the three pressings of Soma in this sacrifice,
the villages in the east are densely populated (AB 3-44).
Abhiplava$aclaha is the revolving wheel of the Deva'). Two Agnihotra
sacrifices form its circumference. Four Ukthyas in the middle are the
nave. By means of tlus revolving wheel of the Devas, one can go to
any place one may choose. In the Agnihotra there is the Soma sacrifice
(AB 4.15) ·
The Agnihotra sacrifice is connected with the Visvedevas, who find
support in the milk of cow which has sixteen parts. When the cow is
milked it belongs to Soma. In fact the milk is Soma (AB 5.20).
At the end of the ]yotif;;toma the priests pour Soma in the altar. It is
offered to Yajila, who is Vii)11t1. Thi~ is the dear abode of Soma. Darbha
grass is placed in the altar Altar is the symbol of the waters and darbha
grass that of plant:,.. When the w;>,ters and plants unite, Soma becomes
complete (KB 18.8).
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Aditya is offered an oblation before the Soma-sacrifice. It is, called
Pravargya. In this connection AB (1.I7) narrates a myth: Yajna went
away from the Devas, saying, ' ,'I shall not be your food'~ . The Devas
replied, "You will be our food" . The Devas crushed it; but to dis
tribute it separately was not sufficient for them. So they gathered
Yajiia. Then they asked Asvins, who are the physicians of the Devas
to heal it. They are also the Adhvaryus. Therefore they gather together
the cauldron. Then they say, "Oh Brahman, we will proceed with
Pravargya; Oh HotL recite". (AB 1. I7). The JB (3.I20.I28} narrates
myth how Devas were not successful in the performance of the sacrifice
at Kuruk~etra and how Dadhyac Atharval)a, at the instance of Cyavana
guided A6vins, who performed the sacrifice of the Devas by offering
Pravargya rite at the beginning of the sacrifice.
By the pressing of Soma the priests seek to obtain for the sacrificer
the yonder sun (Surya), who gives heat . By the morning pressing they
make him rise; by the noon rise to the middle and by the evening pres
sing they make him set (KB I8.9) .
The act of pressing and making Soma swell is thought ' to be a very
cruel act on the part of the sacrificers. Ghrta is offered in the neigh
bourhood of Soma. Ghrta is the thunderbolt of Indra, which killed
Vrtra. By means of it Soma swells up . The offering of ghrta, which is a
thunderbolt, on Soma, by which he swells, isa very harsh thing for
Soma (AB 1.26). Now, Agni and Soma were within V(tra. , Indra
could not hurl his thunderbolt because of these gods within Vrtra (KB 3.6).
The myth of killing Vftra is intermixed with that of Soma. We can
understand that Soma is the moon, the sun; the waters and VarUl).a;
but it is difficult to explain how Agni and Soma came to be within Vrtra.
At any rate, the Brahmal)as believe that Soma is the moon . The absence
of the moon on the new moon day, and the waxing and waning of it,
perhaps, might have given riSe to some basis for this fancy. The
offering of ghee at the full moon sacrifice contains references to the killing
of Vrtra (RV 8-44.I2), because Indra killed Vrtra with the full-moon
offering. In the new moon sacrifice, there are references to the growth
(RV 6.I6.34) ; since the moon is destroyed, arid the sacrificer causes him
to swell and increase (KB 3.5). Thus the Piirl)amasa and Darsa sacrifices
are symbols of the killing of Vrtra, which means waxing, waning
and disappearance of the moon, which is Soma. Soma is' swollen
by the pouring of ghrt a. He had become dried up, since he was
purchased. Then he is crushed. In this manner the offering and
drinking Soma represents the winning over the ' Enemy by absorbing
him in one's self.
The KB (I5.2) points out that Agni and Soma were within Vrtra.
Therefore Indra was unable to hurl thunderbolt at him. Agni and Soma
went out of Vrtra when they were promised a share in the full moon
sacrifice (KB I5.2).
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In the Soma sacrifice the Pitrs are given offering on the previous day
of the sacrifice and the Devas On the main day, · Indra -disappeared
from the Devas thinking that he had not killed Vrtra to the finish. The
Pitrs found him out on the previous day of the -Soma sacrifice. The
Devas brought Indra to the sacrifice praising him :with the maruttvati
yasastra at the mid-day pressing (AB 3.I5).
With the help of Agni and Soma, Indra killed Vrtra. Then they
said to him, "Through us two you killed Vrtra: Let us choose a boon".
Indra agreed_ They chose a boon of a victim on tht -pressing day (AB 2.3) .
In the myths we. often gt t references to· th~ choosing of a boon· and
running a race for deciding a certain thing_ Out of this in choosing a
boon we find the roots of the cult of devotion in which -a deity confers
boon on the devotees on whom it is pleased. The running of a race is the
remnant of the early society when the issues of disagreement were fought
on the personal strerigth. Then the tapas is also referred to as the
cause of the spiritual power. This may be basis of the Yogacult and
subsequent development into Tantra cult. The recitation of the prail?a
and prayers and silent muttering of the prayer are the early forms of the
cult of devotion.
The Soma sacrifice is the symbol of the killing of Vrtra by Indra.,
On the first day of the sacrifice, thf Devas collected thevaj.ra. On the
second day they dipped it. On the third daytheypresented it to Tndra.
On the fourth day he hurled it against him. On the fourth day the
So<;l.aSisaman is recited (AB 4.I).
Puro<;l.asa is offered before Soma is offered. In this connection it ·is
told that the pressings of Soma in the.sacrifice offered by thE' Devas were
falling down. They · saw the Puro<;l.asa. They divided it into three
parts and offeled them at the time of the pressirig for holding them
together and making them finn . The Devas made the offering of Puro<;l.~
asa before the Soma offering (AB 2.23):
The Soc,lasi Samanis . the singing of the nanada: rcs (SV . 1.352-354).
It is the resounding Saman, when Indra lifted his bolt and hurled it
against Vj tra . Being smitten he cried out. At this time· nanada
5aman came into existence (AB 4.2).
Soma is mixed with ghrta which is thunderbolt. Indra mixed Soma
with ghrta, both being of the same nature .. With the bolt Indra killed
Vrtra (AB 2.23).
Soma is sprinkled with water to enrich him and compensate for the
injury done to him in the Taniinaptra rite. Thus puro<;l.asa, milk, ghee·
are offered along with Soma. Water is also sprinkled on him to · fatten·
him (AB 1.26).
Soma is identified with Vrtra. Pressing of Soma is killing him, Agni
and Soma were within Vrtra. When they were offered share in the
Darsapiirnamasa sacrifice they went out of Vrtra. The deities went out.
What remained of Vrtra was the physical form of Soma . . It i£ crushed.
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For Soma, the offering of a barren cow is made in the form of sap of
Soma. The .barren cow is for the PitlS. Along with the Pitrs Soma
comes. Therefore a rc containing a word pitr is used for Soma.
Having killed Soma in pressing it, the priests revive him and swell him
up, when they offer the upasad sacrifices. Agni, Soma and Viim.u are
the symbols of the upasads. The priest, who calls vai?at at the end of the
prayer before offering Soma is given the firSt cup of Soma. Then a cup of
Soma is givtll to Hotr (AB 3.32).
Priyavrata Somapa used to say, "Everyone who shares in the pres
sings of Soma is immortal. The Pitrs and K~atriyas who participate
in the pressing of Soma become immortal (AB 7.34).
Soma is the immortal drink. It is the highest kind of proper food
(KB 13.7).
In the Rajasiiya sacrifice, the juice of the Soma, pressed in the mor
ning, noon and evening was proclaimed to be the highest food to king
Visvantara Saul?adana by Ra.ina Marga veya. The king then offered
thousand cows as dakl?iI)i1 and allowed Syaparl).as to perform the sacrifice.
Thus Tura Kava~eya proclaimed him to Janamejaya P§,rikl?ita; Parvata
and Narada to Somaka Sahadevya, to Sahadeva S~iijaya, to Babhru
Daivavrdha, to Bhima and Vidarbha, Nagnajit of Gandhara. Agni
proclaimed him to Sanasruta Arindama, and to Kri9.8.vi.d Janaki. Vasi~
tha proclaimed him to Sudasa Paijavana.
Thus Visvantara Saui?admana, Janamejaya Pariki;;ita., Somaka Saha
devya, Sahadeva S~iijaya, B8.bhru Daivavrdha, Bhima, Nagnajit,
Sanasruta Arindama, Kri9.avid Janaki, Sudasa Paijavana all were
living kings, who attained greaJness through the drinking of Soma.
Like Aditya they were established in prospErity. Like Aditya they
were bright obtaining tributes from the people of all quarters. All
these were K~atriyas (AB 7-34)· The eminent priests such as Syapan)as,
Rama Marga.veya, Tura Kavaf;>eya, Parv8ta, Narada, Agni and Va
sil?tha "vere the prominent priests who performed Rajasiiya sacrifices
for the various K:;;atriya kings. The countries where some of these
kings ruled such as Vidarbha and Gandhara, were very ancient Aryan
lands, Gandhara to the North-west and Vidarbha in the very centre of
India. These kings performed Soma sacrifices and thus aspli"ed to be
very eminent and prosperous sovereign kings like the brilliant sun.
The priests co-operated with them and assured the superiority to the
ruling classes. Thus there existed harmony among the K~atriyas and
priestly classes. These kings who performed R5,jasiiya sa.criflces were
ancient kings held in high esteem even to the author of AB at his time
(AB 7.34). The authority to drink Soma (who is claimed to be both
Brahman and Kl?atra), for the Kl?atriya was acknowledged by the Brah
mal).as. When a king is cOl'onated he seeks the blessings of Soma with
Anu:;;tubh metre (AB 8.5). When the king is consecrated for the perfor
mance of sacrifice, he becomes the Brahm<\n. Hc abandons the lordly
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power and hi ~ weapons and assumes the form and weapons of the holy
power, Brahman. He announces his consecration with the fsi-descent
of his Purohita. He aSsumes the family name and descent of his Purohita
who is a Brahmal}a. Thus the unity of Brahman and K~atriya means
that the Kf;>atra becomes one with the Brahman. The Brahman claiming
himself to be the sole custodian of the Soma drink allowed Kf;>atriya to
drink the immortal drink only when he was declared to be of the Brah
man descent and of the name of his Purohita, when he is consecrated
(AB 7.24).
'This symbolical identification of K~atra with Brahman was interpreted
by the priests as the handing over to the Brahman and denouncing his
claim to share in the Soma drink. As if he rio longer exists as a separate
being. Thus it is argued in some priestly families that since the K~atriya
sacrificer takes the descent of his Purohita (whQ is the Brahman-priest),
in the ancestral invocation of Agni, he is. not entitled for a. share in the
sacrifice. It is also contended that if he takes the share of Soma due to
him as a sacrificer, he would become worse and that he would become
shut up from the sacrifice. It is therefore natural that he surrenders and
hands ovtr his !'hare to the Brahman, who is in the relation of Purohita
to the Kf?atriya. The Purohita is half the self of the K~atriya. Thus
the Kf;>at riya sacrificer does not openly partake of the sacrificial Soma.
He shares Soma secretly through his Purohita. For Purohita is the
Brahman (m) and is the external manifestation of the Yajna. In him
the whole Yajna finds support. When the sacrificer hands over the
sacrificial Soma to the Brahman, the Yajna is placed in the Yajfia,
as. water in water, or fire in fire. Therefore the share of the sacrificer
(Yajamana) should be given away to the Brahman. It is the opinion of
some Brahmar;as that the share of the Yajamana should be offered in
Agni with the words, "Prajapc:ti is the world, named Vibhat. In this I
place you with Yajamana". But this view arid procedure is wrong.
He should not do so. The share of the Yajamana is Yajama,na himself.
If he offered it in Agni, Agni burns him. Therefore he should not do so.
(AB 7.26).
It thus seems that in the Soma sacrifices, the priests were unwilling
to allow the Kf;>atriya sacrificer to partake of Soma. They argued that
as the Yajamana assumed the ancestral descent from his Purohita, who
is the Brahman, he surrenders his own claim on the portion of Soma for
himself. He is not entitled for Soma drink in the sacrifice. For the
offering is the very self of the sacrificer,.which no longer belongs to him;
but to his Purohita. This position claimed by .the Brahmal}a priests
regarding the surrendering of his right ofdrinking Soma in the sacrifice to
the Brahman was certainly annoying to many K$atriya sacrificers.
It seems that K~atriya alone could afford to perform these sacrifices
and Brahmm;as figure in them as their officiating priests, and not as the
Yajamanas. The curious position was that in the sacrifices financed by
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them they were not entitled for a drink of Soma, on account of the position
taken by the priests.
A case of the priestly family of SyaparJ).as is given in AB (7.27). These
priests, it seems refused to allow the king Visvantara Saul;ladmana to
partake of Soma in the sacrifice. NaturaUy it annoyed him. He
despised them. Ultimately he decided to perform the sacrifice without
them. He did not invite them even though they were his family priests
(Purohitas). Some scholars2 see in this a case d punishment for priestly
disloyalty. But it is more due to the revolt of the k;ng against the
priestly domination. Thus, in the end, the king dispensed with the
Syapan~as. But thEse priest:, went to the sacrificial chamber and sat
down within the altar in the saclifice, which was being conducted by the
king with the help of other priests. When the Syapan)as came there
without authority he said, 'There sit the SyaparJ).as, the evil doers,
speaking impure speech. Remove them. Let them not sit within my
altar'. The officiating priests removed them.· They feit themselves
extremely offended at this insult from their former patron. They felt
that it was the case of the preservation of the right and privileges of the
post of the Brahman or Purohita, and that they must exercise their own
right. They cried out loudly, 'V/hen Janamejaya Parikl;lita excluded
the Kasyapas from the sacrifice, they had the heroes, ASitamrgas among
themselves, who won the drinking of Soma from the Bhiitaviras. What
hero have we amongst us, who will win the Soma drinking?' Thus
.SyaparJ).as were not the first to be denounced by the Kl;latriyas from the
Soma drinking. There were Kasyapas who were similarly excluded
from the sacrifice by their patron, Janamejaya Parikl;lita. But even in the
case of these Kasyapas there was one hero among themselves, who won
back to them the right of drinking Soma. Now, out of the Syapar.Q.as,
one, Rama Margaveya said, 'I am the hero. among you'. He was a
learned member of the family of SyaparJ).a~. When they were getting
up from the altar at the rebukes of the king, he said, 'It is pos~ible, . oh
king, that you are removing from this altar, one who knows the sacri
fice ?' The king asked him, 'What is it that you know, oh worthless
Brahman;" Rama Margaveya replied that when the Devas charged
1ndra with five offences and when 1ndra was thus deprived of Soma
drinking, thr whole lordly power was denied the right of drinking Soma.
Indra obtained, however, a share in the Soma drink, having stolen
Soma of Tva!?tr ; but today even the lordly power is deprived of Soma
drinking. How can you remove one from the cdtar, one who kri.ows the
food which properly belongs to Kl;latriyas, who were deprived of the
right 01 drinking Soma, and by which the Brahman is made prosperous ('
The king then asked Rama, 'Do you know, oh Brah~an, this food ('
Rama replied, 'The priests will bring one of the three foods, Soma,
curds Cl water. If they bring Soma, it is the food of the Brahmalfas,
2
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With this food you will strengthen the BrahmaI)as. . in your offsprings.
there will be boni one, like a BrahmaI)a, accepting gifts (Da.~iI)a),
drinking Soma, seeking livelihood and one who can be removed at wilJ.8
When evil comes to Kl?atriya, one who is like a BrahmaJ)a. is born in his
offsprings. Second or third from him may become a Brahmar,ra. He
will like to live like a BrahmaJ)a. If the priests bring curdS as the food,
it is the food for the Vaisyas. The king will strengthen. the Vaisyas.
la the offsprings one like a Vaisya will be born, who is tributary to others,
one to be eaten by others, one to be oppressed at will. When evil happens
to the K$atriya, there is born in his offsprings one like a Vaisya. Second
and third from him may become a Vaisya and he is fain to live like a
Vaisya.
'If the priests bring to the king water as a food, it is the food of Sfrdra.
With this food the king would strengthen Siidra .. In his family there is
born one who is like a Siidra, who is the servant of another, tobe removed
at will, and to be killed at will. Wht n any ill comes to the :Kl?~triya,
there will be born in his OffSPl ings one like a Siidra. . Second or 'third
from him may become a Siidra. He is fain to live like a Siidra.
I
'These are three kinds of food, oh king, which Kl?atriya,asa sacrificer
should not desire. These are not fit to be his food. . The proper food
for him is this: he should press together the descending growth, 'the
fruits of nyagrodha , udurhbara, asvattha and p1akl?a trees and parta~e
of them. This is his proper food.' (AB 7.27-29). Rama Margaveya
further points out, 'The sap of the goblets (bowls without handle) which
went downwards because of the descending growth Of nyagrodha and
that went up became fruits. Kl?atriya does not depart from the proper
food, when he partakes of shoots and fruits of nyagrodha.. Mysteriously
he obtains the drinking of Soma. It is not consumed by him 'opMly.
Therefore nyagrodha is mysteriously the .king Soma. Mysteriously the
king assumes the form of the holy power through ,Purohita; through
consecration, through ancestral invocation. Nyagrodha is the lordly
power of the trees. Rajanya or Kl?atriya is the lordly power; for
~c fastened him as it were to his kingdom and supported him as it
were like nyagrodha. Therefore the K$atriya sacrificer eats the des
cending growth of nyagrodha and its fruits, and thereby establishes ,in
himself the lordly power of plants and the lordly power in himself.· In
his kingdom he finds support. His sway becomes deadly and un
assailable. The nyagrodha is a divine tree. . The priests tilted over the
goblets on the place when the Devas went to the heaven by offering
sacrifice. Those goblets become nyagrodha trees. ' Even to-'d ay at
Kuruk$etra they call them nyubjas. They were the' firstbom fruits of
the nyagrodha. From them the others were born; In that they grow
3 Yathakamaprayapya\:l (AB 7.28) ; wandering about at one'spleasure,-Haug;
dwelling everywhere,-Weber.
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downwards they are called nyagrodhas (growing-downwards). Though
they are nyagrodhas, the Devas call them nyagrodhas mysteriously ..
The Devas love mystery as it were (AB 7.30). Another food fit for a
Kf?atriya is the fruit of udurilbara. Uduri:J.bara is born of strength and
is the proper food. This is the pre-eminence of trees. The priests place
pre-eminence and proper food among the lordly power. Asvattha is
born of brilliance. It is "the overlordship of trees. The fruits of plakf?a
tree also form the proper food for the Kf?atriya. It was born of might.
It is the self-rule and control of the trees. He places them in Kf?atriya.
In the Soma sacrifice, these fruits are kept ready. Then the priests and
Yajamana buy Soma, the king. Then they proceed with the rites ac
cording to the manner of Soma sacrifice up to the fast day. Adhvaryu
should keep the following things ready: the skin for supportirig the
pressing, two pressing boards, woodtn tub, filteT cloth, pressing stones,
vessel for holding pure Soma, stirring vessel, ordinary vessel, drawing
cups and goblet. When they press Soma in the morning, he should
divide these frnits into two. He should press some of them and the
remaining he should keep for mid-day pressing (AB 7.32).
From the legend given above the following points may be noted:
(i) There was some sort of misunderstanding between the Kf?atriya
kings, the patrons of sacrifice and their family priests, who were styled
as Purohitas. These Purohitas had advanced a theory in the perfor
mance of Yajfia, that their Kf?atriya patrons would attain the heaven
by the performance of Soma sacrifices. In the performance of this
sacrifice, when the Kf?atriya undergoes the consecration rite, he virtually
becomes a BrahmalJ.a, and he assumes the name and ancestry of his
Purohita. Thus as it were he passes into a new life of a BrahmalJ.a.
He thus tranders his privileges to the BrahmalJ.a. In doing so he sur
renders his right of participating in the Soma drink to the Brahmal) as.
This is the theory. In theory it might have been agreed by some Kf?at
riyas. But there seems to be strong opposition to it from very early
times. The first Kf?atriya who opposed this theory of the Brahmana
was king Janamejaya, who turned away the Kasyapas their Purohitas
from the sacrificial enclosure and thus insulted them. The matters
came to crisis, when in the days of the AB, king VisvantaraSaw;;admana
denounced the Syapan.las, his Purohitas and it seems he appointed some
others to officiate in his sacrifice. He also abused and insulted them.
The Syapan.).as forcibly occupied the place of the sacrificial altar. The
king, then, asked them to quit the sacrificial enclosure. Then one oUhe
Syaparr.las, Rama Margaveya tried to argue with the king, Hepointed
out that the king need not feel insulted for being devoid of the right of
drinking Soma in his own sacrifice; for this light has been forfeited
by the Kf?atriyas as such since Indra was denied o(this privilege for his
misdeeds. Even Indra, the king and Kf?atriya among the Devas was
charge-sheeted by the divine priests and thns he lost his privilege of
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Soma drinking, which was the higiJ.est honour and the means of securing
immortality after death and all prosperity in this world. The main
charges against Indra were that he misused Visvariipa the son of Tva!(!~r,
he killed V~ tra, he gave yatis to hyaenas, he killed Ayurmaghas and
that he quarrelled with Brhaspati, th~ divine priest. For these offences,
the divine priests excluded Indra from Soma drink. Indra however
stole some and satisfied himself. Following the example of the divine
priests, the human priests completely excluded their patron kings from
this privilege. As a result, some powerful and influential kings did not
like this explanation of the Brahmanas and they quarrelled, denounced
and insulted them. But in the society wherE both K.;;atriyas and Brah
mal)as had to stay together, some sort of agreement was necessary.
Thus one of the Syapan)as pointed out how alternative food was tra
ditionally partaken by the kings in the place of Soma. So they argued
that the king should not make much of the loss of privilege of drinking
Soma. Thus K!(!atriyas were excluded from the right of drinking Soma.
The BrahmaJ)as ins~,sted on maintaining this exclusion, inspite of the
threats to their very prestige.
(ii) The kings (who were K$atriyas) took the name and ancestral
name of their Brahmal)a Purohitas who acted as Brahman priests in the
sacrifice.
(iii) There was a strong belief in the transmigration. The food taken
in the sacrifice would bring about change in qualities of the Van)as.
(iv) There were clear cut functions of the four Vafl)as and they marked
difference in their social status. A Brahmal)a accepts gifts, drinks
Soma, seeks livelihood and he can be removed at will (yathakamapra
yakya).
A Vaisya is contributory to others; he is consumed by others; others
live on his work. He can be oppressed at will.
A Siidra is a servant of others; he can be removed and killed at will by
others.
(v) The four kinds of food consumed at the sacrifice result in change
in status in progeny. A king drinking Soma in sacrifice may have in the
2nd or 3rd generation one who is born like a Brahmal)a. One taking
curds may have a son subsequently who would behave like a Vaisya;
one drinking water as food would have Siidra like progeny. It thus
appears that the caste system even though existing in the society of the
AB, the castes were marked by the occupations of a person. One could
follow the life of anyone of the castes though he may be bom in another
caste.
(vi) Soma drink was the privilege of the Briilimal)as. If a king would
drink Soma, in the subsequent birth his progeny would show the signs of
change of caste by following duties different from his.
(vii) For the history of sacrificial ritual, this legend of Rama Marga.
veya refers to important points. The Purohita is a very important
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office held by a BrahmaIfa at the court of a K$atriya king. He is virtual~
ly the self of the K$atriya. This Purohita is the Brahman in the Soma
sacrifices. The king assumes the ancestral name of the Purohita and
thus becoming a BrahmaIfa by the performance of the Soma sacrifice,
he obtains the desired objects in his life . . Yet he is not entitled for
Soma drink. It seems that Soma plant had become very scarce and it
was deemed to be the privilege of BrahmaDas only to drink it. Though a
K$atriya could not be a BrahmaDa, Vaisya or Sudra because he is born
as a K$atriya; yet the behaviour of his progeny in the society would
make him behave like BrahmaDa, Vaisya or Sudra.
Soma and sura
In the Soma sacrifice the priest gives to the king a bowl of Sura (wine),
saying, " With your sweetest, most intoxicating, stream, be you purified,
oh Soma, pressed for Indra to drink'. He then recites RV 8-45 .22.
Soma drink which is in Sura is drunk by K$atriya. I t is not Sura
that he drinks. Having drunk it, the king say", 'We have drunk Soma;
be you propitious to us'. The author of AB (8.20) informs about the
pleasing taste of Sura. He says, 'Just as in this world a dear son touches
his father or dear wife her husband, pleasantly and auspiciously up to
old age, even so Sura, Soma or any other food in the case of K$atriya
anointed by the great anointing of Indra touches him up to his death' .
Thus it seems that the K$atriya was given a drink of Sura in the Soma
sacrifice and the pleasant taste of it was considered to be like that of
Soma drink. This taste of Soma would make him pleasant and auspicious
upto the very end of his life. Indra started the practice of drinking
Sura and calling it Soma drink. Other K!)atriyas imitated Indra. The
BrahmaIfas did not mind, it seems, the offering of Sura to king instead of
Soma, and called it the drink of Soma.
The pressing and morning offering of Soma
On the day when the sacrifice begins, the rite begins with the recitation
of morning litany (prataranuvak) . This is the head of the sacrifice.
After this recitation, Soma is poured in the cups, called upanisu and
antaryamin, and offered to Ahavaniya Agp.i. These two cups are the
two vital breaths (pral).a and apana). Hotr priest keeps silence before
offering these two cups. His speech is thunderbolt (Vajra) . If he were
to speak, he would interrupt the breath of the sacrificer. If anyone
were to say, "Since Vac is vajra, he has interrupted the vac of the sacri
ficer, she will leave the sacrificer: it will come to pass". When Hotr
utters praise of pral).a, apana etc., he utters speech and touches the
pressing stones. Thus he, placing breaths in the body of the sacri
ficer utters speech, with the whole of his life and for the whole of his
life. The sacrificer leads full life (AB 2.2I). After the offering of these
two cups, Soma is kept in readiness for offering by the five priesb who
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holding the end of skirt of one another (samanv:arambha) walk in the
direction of catvala:. They then take their seats for performing . the
bahi$pavamanastotra rite. Before performing this rite ca,ru (cooked
rice) is eaten by the Sama singers, such a.s Prastotr,Udgatr and Prati
hartr. The Hotr does not participate in eating caru, whichi~eaten by all
gods and men . . Brahman also does not participate,in eating because
then it would mean that the res are inferior to Samans. It is always
contended that the res are superior to the Samans, and that the Brahman
priest is also a Egvedin, there being no difference between the RV and
AV at this stage. The Hotr should recite while remaining seated only.
.
His self is notexchidedfrom Soma (AB 2 . 23)~ ·
In the morning pressing of Soma (pratahsa vana) in the Soma sacrifice
of the Devas, there was a contamination of Soma. An Asurawoman by
name Drrghajivhi licked the morning libation of .Soma to be offered to
the Devas. Soma became intoxicant. He became censurable (vadya).
The Devas trying to remedy Soma asked Mitra and Varul).a to make
Soma devoid of intoxication. They asked for a boon to be granted to
them for doing the work. They asked for an offering of milk before the
morning offering. This is their fixed offering, the offering of payasya
mixed with Soma.
(curds or milk whey). This offering of p§,yasya
This removes /tneintoxication of Soma. 'At 'present', says the author
of the AB,' 'Soma is not mixed with any sour milk. Alargequantity
of water is adde,d in its place to weaken the strength of Soma.' The
. payasya offering however, in the sacrifice of the Devas removed the
intoxication (AB 2.22).

is

Intoxicant Soma
Soma drink is intoxicant. This is due to the contamination caused
by the licking of Soma by an Asura woman, who is significantly. called
"one having long tongue" . It is surprising,that the Asura womancotlld
get access to Soma, which was being pressed for .the moi:ning sacrifice.
Thus Soma became like liquor. This intoxicating effect was weakened
by the addition ·of curds or whey to him. But this practice, later
on was abandoned. In its place water was added (AB 2.22). , In fact
Soma becomes intoxicating like Sura (liquor). A bowl of Sura is called
Soma and addressed, 'With your sweetest and most intoxicating .stream
be you purified, oh Soma." In the Sura there is Soma. This ' non
intoxica ting Sura is drunk by the sacrificer as Soma. I t seems that the
pressed Soma became Sura. By the addition of curds or whey orwater
its intoxicating qu3.lity was reduced. This ' non-intoxicating Sura
became Soma (AB '8.20). The intoxicating quality of Soma, which is
present in Sura is explained as due to the, tasting of it by an Asura woman.
It seems that this myth of Asura' woman is an attempt of the priests to
explain the intoxicating nature of Sura, which was normally found in the
pressed Soma. Its effect was weakened by the ..additionofcurds or water.
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Hotr is the symbol of very life of the sacrificer. His voice is the voice
of Yajamana. Hotr utters the calls Va~at, which is like Vajra; but if he
utters it twice, while offering Soma in two cups to the two vital breaths,
he is capable of stopping the breath of the sacrificer (AB 2.28). Thus
the Yajamana secures fullness of life (AB 2.30). The nivids are the
prose formulas. They are the embryos of the litanies (sastra). They
are uttered before the litanies, in the morning pressing. Thereby the
embryos in the women are deposited at the back and they come into
being at the back. In the mid-day pressing, they are inserted in the
middle of the sastras. Therefore embryos in \NOmen are held in the
middlE'. They are placed at the end in the litanies at the evening pres
sing. Therefore the offsprings are born downwards for generation.
Thus Yajam'ina is born of the sastras from the nivids. The nivids
are the ornaments of the sastras. Since they are inserted before, in the
middle and at the end of the sastras, one makes as it were, upper, middle
and lower part af the warp decorated. The Yajamana shines on all
sides with the decoration of the sacrifice. By means of dlk$a rite,
the Yajamana becomes Brahman. By the utterance of the nivids
ne is reborn of t he sastras. He shines everywhere on that account
(AB 3.10) .
In the Soma sacrifice every day there are three pressings of Soma
and their offerings to different deities. Prajapati allotted different
parts to them in the metres and sacrifice. In the morning pressing,
Agni and Vasus are the deities. The metre is Gayatri. In the mid-day
pressing, there are Indra and Rudras. The metre is Tril?tubh. In the
evening pressing, the deities are Visvedevas and .Aditya, and Jagatj
is the metre. Prajapati's own metre is Anu$tubh. He pushed it to
the end of Sastra of Acchavaka. The metre Anw?tubh then said to
Prajapati , 'You are the most wretched of all gods, since you just put me
at the end of the Sastra of Acchavaka'. Prajapa1i at the request of Anui;l
tubh, put it at the very beginning of the Soma sacrifice as the first metre
of all sastras in three pressings. The sacrificer becomes the master of his
sacrifice. Thus Anul?tubh metre is the first of the metres in the three
Sastras (AB 3.17).
In the morning pressing, the Hot.r recites nine small rcs, in the mid
day ten and in the evening nine small ~cs. The idea behind this is that
seed is poured in what is small, therefore the rcs are small. At mid-day
pressing there are ten rcs. It is because the seed, poured in the sma.ll,
having attained the middle part of the body of woman becomes most
firm . Again in the evening pressing there are small :res. From what is
small, offsprings are produced . . Thus the nivids in the sastras and the
small, big and again small number of :rcs in the three sastras are the
symbolical representations of the pouring of seed to the actual birth of
a. child. The whole recitation of rcs in sastras and nivids represent the
process of birth of a child (AB 6.9) .
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The offering of Soma in the sacrifice and partaking of Soma represent
the bringing of ,the drink from the upper region of the sky where ' the
Gandharvas and Pitrs stay, on the earth and making the priests enjoy
the immortal drink. So Soma drink make's the priests and sacrificer
immortal as it did to the Devas. Further, it is the symbol of the release
of cows of the Devas from the cave where they were locked by Vala.
The Devas sought to win the cows with sacrifice; They obtained them
on the sixth day of the Soma sacrifice. Atthe morning pressing with
Nabhaka hymn they tore open the cave. In ,the third pressing, having
destroyed the cave with Valakhilyas, as thunderbolt; they drove out the
cows. This legend is reproduced at each time Soma is pressed by the
sacrificer. Soma sacrifice represents the release of cows of Devas from
the cave of Vala (AB 6.24).
Asvina Sastra at the morning pressing
One thousand or more rcs are recited by Hotr in the morning before
the offering of the Soma. This is called Asvina sastra. Though it
contains praise of many Devas, still it is called Asvina, because of their
prominence. Hot~· eats ghee before , reciting these thousand rcs. Just
as in this world a cart or carriage goes well if it is smeared with oil, in
the same way, his recitation goes on weJl.if he drinks ghee, He takes the
position of an eagle (supafI).a) about to fly when he begins recitation
(AB 4.7). Regarding the origin of this s'a stra a myth is narrated in
both AB (4-7) and KB (18.1). We are told in this myth that Savitr
ga ve Siirya to Soma, the Icing. The KB is not Sure whether she was the
daughter of Savitr or Prajapati. All gods gathered on this occasion and
formed a bridal procession (vahatu). Savitr gave over these thousand rcs
to the Devas (KB 18.1). The AB (4.7) points out that Prajapati gave away
his daughter SiiryasavitrI (Siirya of KB). He made these thousand res
called ,Asvina sastra as forming the bridal accompaniment for thewedding
ceremony of his daughter, to represen~ such objects as turmeric powder etc.
Thus in the Soma sacrifice, HotJ:recites Asvinasastra after drinking
ghee and representing himself an eagle (suparlfak which brought Soma
from the heaven. Soma is the son-in-law of Prajapati or Saviq. He
is Ki?atra and king. Among the gods Agni and Brhaspati alone are
Brahman, while Soma, Indra, Varulfa, Savitr are Ki?atras. They are the
kings. Soma is the king of the Brahmalfas (KB 12.8).
Mid-day pressing of Soma
It was Vasii?tha, who proclaimed Soma to Indra at the mid-day pressing
in the Soma sacrifices (KB 29.2). Bharadvaja gave Soma to Indra on
this occasion (KB 15.1) . At mid-day andevening pressings the Devas.
become drunk (AB 6.rr).
The pevas at Sarvacaru performed a sacrifice. Arbuda Kiidraveya
came to them at the mid-day pressing and said to them, 'One of your
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Hotr's office is not being performed. That is Gravastut'. Then they
appointed him. He praises standing, wearing a turban and with his
eyes tied up. This is how Gravastut was appointed and he performed
his work in the mid-day offering of Soma (KB 29.r). Griivastut at the
mid-day pressing recites, "Eye (i.e. evil eye) has come". This eye is the
serpent. Thus poison came to the priests. Gravastut used to purify
Soma by reciting the rcs. This is the origin of the appointment of the
priest Gravastut at the Soma sacrifice. It was believed that at mid-day
pressing of Soma, there was likelihood of the Soma being poisoned, which
was perhaps due to the serpent poison. Arbuda Kadraveya, the Gra
vastut is of the serpent race. He considered that poisoning of Soma was
a sort of black eye, an evil, ccming to the pressed Soma. He averted
the evil-eye by reciting thE' rcs (KB 29.r).
At the mid-day pressing the hotr rf'cites a rc RV 2.34.II which is called
Dhiiyya. The rc is normally recited at the evening pressing. At the
Soma sacrifices of the Bharatas this rc was recited at the mid-day pres
sing of Soma. Therefore the cattle of the Bharatas, which are at the
stables in the evening for be.ing milked n pair at the noon to the cattle
shed. The rc (RV 2.34.rr) is in the Jagati: metre, which is connected
with cattle. The mid-day pressing is the very self of the s<,crificer.
The Hot]: confers cattle on the sacrificer (AB 3.r8). Thus there is a his
torical background to the use of this rc in the mid-day pressing. Nagas
or serpents attempt to poison the Soma at mid-day. The seer Arbuda
Kadraveya himself a Naga tried to purify the Soma and make it free from
the evil-eye or witchcraft, as he knew how to dispel it. There seems
to be a belief that evil-eye of men, look of an evil person poisons even
Soma. There is remedy for it by means of sympathetic magic. The
rc (RV 2.34.rr) is used for dispelling this evil effect of the witchcraft.
Thus even in Soma sacrifice, a rc is used to dispel the effects of the evil
charm.
The Soma sacrifice offered by the Devas is the model of the sacrifices
for others to follow. Agni was the Hotl of the Devas. Mrtyu waited
for him, when he was reciting bahi$pavamana stotra. He began ajya
sastra with an Anu$j;ubh metre. Thus he evaded Mrtyu. Hotr began
with Praugasastra. Thus he evaded Mrtyu. For him, Mrtyu awaited
in madhyandina pavamana. Hotr began MatutvaUya with Anu$j;ubh,
on account of which he a voided Mrtyu. He could not wait for him in
Brhati rcs, in mid-day pressing; for Brhati: res are the PraI).as, which
Mrtyu could not penetrate. Therefore at the mid-day pressing, Hotr
begins with Brhati metre. At the third Pavamana, Mrtyu awaited
him. He began with Vaisvadeva sastra in Anu$j;ubh metre. He avoided
death. Then Mrtyu awaited him at yajfiayajfiiya. He began with
agnimaruta sastra with a triplet for Vaisvanara. He evaded Mrtyu;
for Vaisvanara is vajra (thunderbolt), which drives away death. Having
loosened all posts and nets of death he becomes free from Mrtyu (AB 3· r4).
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In the sastras there are inserted the nivids.. Thesenividsar.e the deities
connected with the sun., In that they are placed before, in the middle,
and at the end of the pressings, they follow the course of the sun (AB 3. I I).
Nivids are the decorations of the ukthas. Just as a _weaver weaves
decorations in the beginning, at the middle and at the end of the cloth,
so are the nivids in the hymns. We get here the information about the
social conditions of the time of the AB. The weavers wove the clothes
with fine decorations in the cloth ih the end and atthe middle. The
woven clothes might have been used as sarees by women and upper
and lower garments by men.
At the mid-day pressing, Hotr recites the 'Gauraviti hymri (RV 10.73).
The hymn propagates Yajamana from the sacrifice, which is the birth
place of the Devas. Having recited half of the hymn; after the 6th rc,
he places nivid, in the middle, when six rcs are left oVer. Nivid is the
mounting to the world of svarga. .Hotr should recite climbing up as it
were. Nivid is the ladder to svarga. He should take hold of Yajamana
.
who is dear to him (AB 3.19).
Hotr is capable of turning the recitation of the hymn into witchcraft.
If he means to do wrong to others, he can do so. Hotr, who practises
witchcraft should do the following: If he desires, 'May I smite the
people with Ki;latra?' he should separate the hymn RV 10.73 into
three parts by inserting the utterance of the nivids. Nivid isKi;latra and
the hymn the people. Hotr could use the hymn for destruction of the
people at the hands of the king (Ki;latra). If he desires,'May I smite the
lordly power (Ki;latra) by the people?' he should thrice divide the nivid
in the recitation of the hymn. Here nivid is K$atra and hymn the
people . If he desires, 'On both sides let me severe him from the people',
he should recite the call va$at at the both sides of nivid. He cuts the
K$atra from the people at both the sides . This procedure is for pract is
ing magic. In the normal recitation he attains to heaven. Thus not
only does the sacrificer reach heaven by' the performance of the Soma
sacrifice; but the Hotr also gets the svarga by reciting the hymn, call
and nivids. He can also turn the destinies of the king and people by his
recitation (AB 3.19).
At the mid-day pressing the Hotr should recite the · Pragatha. RV
8.8g. 3-4 to Maruts for winning cattle; Both the Pragatha and Maruts
are cattle. It serves to win cattle (AB 3.19).
Sayarhsavana or evening pressing of Soma
.
Kr$:Qa Angirasa saw the third pressing of Soma in the Brahmal).ac
chansin's office. Therefore day by day the conclusion is by Kr$lJ.a
(RV 10-42. 1-3; 43.1-3; KB 30.9). It was the Sage Varnadeva., who
proclaimed Soma to Indra in the third pressing (KB 30.1)...
On the sixth day of Pr$tya $adaha, the Hotr recites theSilpasastra.
The rcs in the sastra are the artistic works of the Devas. In imita.tion
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-of the w'orks of art these are the accomplished works of art such as a.n
elephant, a goblet, a' garment, a golden object, .a mule or a charioteer.
These are the silpas of men as there are the silpa sastras. These are the
perfections of self. By these the sacrificer perfects himself (AB 6.27) .
The Rbhus and the Soma drinking
The Bbhus were not entitled to drink Soma, but by their tapas among
the Devas they won the right of drinking Soma. They pleased Prajapati
and obtained his love. Then Indra gave them a share in Soma drinking
(KB 16.1). But there was a problem as to when they were to be given a
share. The Devas desired to arrange it in the morning pressing. Agni
with Viiyu repelled them. At the mid-day pressing, Indra with Rud
ras did not allow them. In the evening pressing, Visvedevas repelled
them saying, 'They shall not drink Soma here' , Prajapati, however
urged him, 'They are your pupils. You drink with them' . He agreed.
Prajapati also drinks Soma on both these sides. Therefore one.who is of
high rank can honour at his table anyone whom he desires. The Devas
had dislike of the Bbhus because of their human scent (manu~ya gandha
AB 3.30) . The hymn recited is (RV 1+1 ; 10.10) . By means of Yajfia
and tapas, the Bbhus who were men, raised themselves to the rank
equal to that of the Devas.
Thus the Bbhus were human beings. They elevated themselves to
the rank of the Devas by means of sacrifice and penance. They secured
the love of Prajapati. He urged Savitr to allow them to share in Soma
drink. They were the pupils of Savitr (AB 3-44).
Longforests in the West due to pressing of Soma
In the evening the priests proceed without hastening with the third
pressing of Soma. Therefore there are long forests to the west (AB 3.44).
It, therefore, appears that in the Western India there were huge and
long forests in the days of the AB .
Offering to Vi~1Ju in the evening pressing of Soma
The Hot~· recites a rc in honour of Vit;H;1u, because he guards what is
ill-offered in the sacrifice and VaruI)a guards what is well-offered. As is a
roller so is Vil;lI)u in the sacrifice. Just as one may keep making well
ploughed and well-rolled field, what had been ploughed and rolled in
shabby manner, so does Vil;lI)u make what is ill-recited and ill-offered
(AB 2.38).
Soma, Yama and Pitrs
In the Soma sacrifice, a rc (RV 10.14-4) addressed to Yama should be
recited. Yama is a ruler; hence he has the honour of drinking Soma
first . . After this the rc (RV 10. 14.3) is recited. This is addressed to
Kavyas. Kavyas are the beings lower than the Devas, but higher than
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the Pitrs. There are three types of the Pitrs: low, medium and highest .
The Pitrs have a house to stay. ' So the order of offering Soma is : Devas,
~$is and Pitrs. The 1;{$is are inferior to the Devas; but are above the
Pitl's. Among the Pitrs, there are Kil,vyas above the ordinary Pitrs
(AB 3.37). So from the earth the Devas went to the antarik$a, then to
the yonder-world which is the longest. From the yonder-world they
reached the world of the heaven (AB 6.9). These paths leading to
the Devas are full of light (AB 3.37).

